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Week 128, Day 2: Deb Dana, LCSW  

Helping Clients Map Emotional “Glimmers” in the Body  

Dr. Buczynski: As we’ve been saying, helping clients identify their emotional triggers can often be key for 
healing.  But according to Deb Dana, getting them in touch with what she calls their emotional “glimmers” 
can be equally important.  

Here, Deb will walk us through how she works with both. 

Ms. Dana:  In my work, I have a mapping process where we map 
triggers and what I call glimmers. Triggers are the autonomic nervous 
system's response to cues of danger - cues that move a client into 
sympathetic or dorsal states of response.  

Then glimmers, equally as important, are those moments when 
clients are moved into a ventral vagal state of safety and connection. We map the triggers and we get to 

know what happens. What are the headlines, I call them, that bring you 
into sympathetic or dorsal? Then beneath those headlines, what are the 
tangible concrete events? 

If a headline is, "I move into a sympathetic fight-flight when I feel 
ignored," then the tangible, concrete is, "How exactly does that happen?" 
When my colleagues don't include me in a conversation or when my 
partner doesn't look at me. Because it's really important autonomically to 
not only hear the general headline, but to get the concrete tangibles. We 

do that for triggers. Then we do that for sympathetic and dorsal vagal triggers because it's interesting for 
clients to understand what takes them into fight-flight and what takes them to shut down, collapse and 
disconnect - to really get the lay of the land of that. 

Then we map the glimmers, because in work with trauma survivors we often forget that there are these 
ongoing micro moments of connection and safety. It's so important to name those, to notice those, and to 
stop in the moment. The glimmers are those short bursts of ventral vagal safety and connection; it's equally 
important to find what brings those alive. A headline might be nature, and then the tangible might be 
walking the beach or sitting on the steps looking at the backyard. It's really important, again, to be concrete 
in those.  

When we map triggers and glimmers, we automatically bring what is a cognitive experience into the body 
because we're tracking physiological states. For clients who are often reluctant to come into their body, 
working through the science of polyvagal theory is an easy way I've found for clients to be able to tolerate 
understanding and bring awareness to what happens in their body when they have triggers and glimmers.  

Then a good practice, once we've mapped the triggers and glimmers, is the notice and name practice. That's 
simply, we get really good at noticing what's the trigger and what's the state, and naming it, because we're 
beginning to create a language around the autonomic nervous system that we can then use as a shorthand 
and a way to communicate. 

“Triggers are the autonomic 

nervous system's response 

to cues of danger.”  

“Glimmers are those 

moments when clients 

are moved into a 

ventral vagal state of 

safety and connection.” 
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One of the practices I like to do with clients at the end of the day is find a glimmer practice, because they're 
usually very aware of their triggers and often not so aware of their glimmers. That find a glimmer [practice] is 
to, at the end of the day, just sit down and reflect on what was one tiny glimmer. With polyvagal theory, one 
of the guiding principles is coregulation. I will often have my clients write that down to bring to me at the 
next session. Sharing that experience …. that experience of coregulation is often missing for our clients and is 
something the nervous system longs for.  

When working with couples, mapping triggers and glimmers is a really good exercise because each partner in 
the couple will work to map their own triggers for sympathetic, for dorsal, and then their glimmers. Then 
they will share those with each other.  

It's interesting to watch couples begin to get a sense of what triggers their partner and to understand it's 
simply their physiology. There's no motivation or moral meaning attached to these state shifts. It's their 
physiology responding to a cue of danger, or in a glimmer, to a cue of safety.  

I found that working with couples it begins to take some of the distress out of the relationship when a 
partner can look at the other one and say, "It's not that they don't want to show up for me right now, it's that 
they're biologically unable to." You can feel the shift in the room and then there's some compassion and 
some sense of, "I wonder what I could do to help my partner come back into ventral so we could have a 
conversation about this."  

Bringing triggers and glimmers into work with a couple: I was working just last week with a couple who were 
doing their triggers and glimmers map. As they began to share their triggers, one of the partners in the 
couple began to have a discussion with his partner about, "But I don't mean that when I do that." It was 
fascinating to be able to stop and say, "This is not about meaning or motivation, this is simply about your 
partner's nervous system feeling that tone of voice or the specific word you use, as a trigger." This couple 
was able to identify specific words that were triggers, then make an agreement between that week and the 
next week that they would try not to use those words. 

One of the partners in the couple said absolutes were triggers for her - when her partner said, "Always or 
never." The partner agreed to not say always or never for a week and see what happened. For the other 
partner, he said that it was a trigger for him when she used the word leaving - just simply the word leaving. 
They came up with another word. He was able to say, "When you say, 'Taking a break,' my nervous system is 
fine with that, but the word leaving immediately puts me into a sympathetic fight-flight." It was fascinating to 
notice simple words that have meaning for nervous systems that we don't know until we sit down and really 
start to map it out. 

Dr. Buczynski: As Deb showed, by helping clients map out both glimmers and triggers, it can grow their 
awareness of their body’s natural, automatic responses. 

Now tomorrow, we’ll look at one practitioner’s approach to help clients avoid shutting down when they’re 
triggered. 

But right now, let’s hear from you. How will you use these ideas with your clients? 

Please leave a comment below, and I’ll see you tomorrow. 
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